A theoretical plate model accounting for slow kinetics in chromatographic elution.
The chromatographic elution has been studied from different perspectives. However, in spite of the simplicity and evident deficiencies of the plate model proposed by Martin and Synge, it has served as a basis for the characterization of columns up-to-date. This approach envisions the chromatographic column as an arbitrary number of theoretical plates, each of them consisting of identical repeating portions of mobile phase and stationary phase. Solutes partition between both phases, reaching the equilibrium. Mobile phase transference between the theoretical plates is assumed to be infinitesimally stepwise (or continuous), giving rise to the mixing of the solutions in adjacent plates. This yields an additional peak broadening, which is added to the dispersion associated to the equilibrium conditions. It is commonly assumed that when the solute concentration is sufficiently small, chromatographic elution is carried out under linear conditions, which is the case in almost all analytical applications. When the solute concentration increases above a value where the stationary phase approximates saturation (i.e. becomes overloaded), non-linear elution is obtained. In addition to overloading, another source of non-linearity can be a slow mass transfer. An extended Martin and Synge model is here proposed to include slow mass-transfer kinetics (with respect to flow rate) between the mobile phase and stationary phase. We show that there is a linear relationship between the variance and the ratio of the kinetic constants for the mass transfer in the flow direction (τ) and the mass transfer between the mobile phase and stationary phase (ν), which has been called the kinetic ratio (κ=τ/ν). The proposed model was validated with data obtained according to an approach that simulates the solute migration through the theoretical plates. An experimental approach to measure the deviation from the equilibrium conditions using the experimental peak variances and retention times at several flow rates is also proposed.